2006-2007 Season

**Jekyll and Hyde, The Musical**
Book and Lyrics by **Leslie Bricusse**  
Music by **Frank Wildhorn**

**October 27, 28, 29 and November 3 & 5**
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*Art: Barbara Waterman-Peters*

*A collaboration with the Helen Hocker Center for the Performing Arts—*  
Jekyll and Hyde is based on the Robert Louis Stevenson classic in which a brilliant doctor's experiments go savagely awry in late 19th century London. The moral tale of good vs. evil is re-told with a lush and romantic pop score by Frank Wildhorn.

**Cast**

Henry Jekyll/ Edward Hyde....**Greg Krumins**  
Emma....**Tina Towle**  
Lucy....**Jessica Rupp**  
Sir Danvers Carew....**Jim Tuchsherer**  
Nellie....**Cheryl Banez Ocfemia**  
Simon Stride....**Jason Ramos**  
John Utterson....**David Pomeroy**  
Bishop of Basingstoke....**Zach Goodman**  
Sir Archibald Proops....**Fred Bahr**  
Lord Savage....**Mike Pokorny**  
General Lord Glassop....**Michael Scott**  
Lady Beaconsfield....**Susan Weber**  
Poole....**Bill Gloy**  
Funeral Singer....**Kendra Verhage**  
Apothecary....**Matt Steiner**  
London Street Folk, Red Rat Patrons, etc.....**Keegan Han, Ivory Mazur, Matt Steiner, Michaul Garbo, Max Frederickson, Kellie Brubaker, Jaclyn Hefner, Jordan Ewell, Kendra Verhage**  
Dancers....**Ivory Mazur, Keegan Han, Kellie Brubaker, Jaclyn Hefner**
Production

Director....Paul Prece
Musical Direction....Nancy Scrinopski Epoch
Choreography....Sally Glassman
Set and Lighting Design....Tony Naylor
Costume Design....Sharon L. Sullivan
Sound Design....Christopher Schultz
Production Stage Manager....Frank Hernandez & Andy Brown
Scenic Artist/Shop Supervisor....Lynn Wilson
Scenic Assistant....Jason Bivens
Rehearsal Accompanist....Pat Gibson
Sound Design and Operators....Christopher Schultz, Jason Bivens
Shop and Running Crew.... Maddisen Rivera, Amanda Garvey, Petr Solar, Nikki Strong, Josh Sievers, Greg Krumins, Shanna Carlson, Brenda Blackman, Frank Hernandez, Jessica Luse
Costume Crew....Brandi Turner, Elizabeth Carlson, Julie Fairchild, Eric Holthaus
Publicity....Paul Prece, Kathy Jo Huseman
Box Office and House....Kim Jones, Helen Hocker Theatre